Abstract
In this work we present a methodology to perform peer-assessment activities in courses of the first years of the engineering curriculum whose evaluation is based mainly on the resolution of problems, and it is convenient that the tasks to be evaluated are carried out in class in a supervised way. The aim of the project we present here was to implement a peer-to-peer correction tool, ensuring that the student's work is done individually in class and leaving the peer-assessment process off-class, using, in each of the phases of the activity, the following set of computer applications: auto-multiple-choice open source program, LibreOffice Calc, google-forms applications, google mail and home-made shell scripts in a Linux platform. We apply this methodology to a workshop offered to students in order to help them to prepare a final exam in the Degree of Civil and Territorial Engineering (U.P.M.). The attendance was voluntary and did not affect the final grade. The results show that the population of students who attended the workshop obtained better grades than those who did not attend, increasing both the average grade and the percentage of passes. This methodology of support for students has proven to be a useful tool to facilitate the acquisition of competences associated with an engineering subject whose evaluation lies largely in the resolution of problems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Peer assessment, where students grade assignments based on a teacher's benchmarks, is a methodology that allows the student to reflect on their actual level of knowledge in a subject and, thanks to the correction rubrics, identify those aspects whose domain is key to be able to successfully achieve the desired competences. This activity help to close the gap between the receipt of feedback and its application [1] because peer-tutoring leads the students to rehearse, evaluate and hence improve their own understanding of the topic [2]. However, when peer-assessment is an evaluable activity it is essential to guarantee that the student is the one who has done the work individually, being necessary that the tasks to be fulfilled are performed in class in a supervised manner, especially when the activities to be evaluated are exercises of the courses of the engineering curriculum with a specific solution, and where aspects such as creativity are less important. In this work we present a methodology to implement peer-assessment with exercises performed in class in a straight-forward manner without necessarily increasing teacher workload.

2 METHODOLOGY
The objective of performing a peer-assessment guaranteeing that the student's work is done individually in class is achieved by using, in each of the phases of the activity, a set of computer applications that are summarized in Fig. 1.
In Phase one, the student performs the activity using a set of papers, given by the teacher, with identification marks that allows the program Auto-Multiple-Choice [3] to collect and relate a scanned copy of each work and the author who has done it. Once the student identification is removed from the scanned copy of the work, in phase two every assignment anonymized is sent to four students for peer-reviewing alongside with the teacher’s benchmarks. In phase three the students grade their peers and in phase four the final marks (as the average value of the grades each work has received) are delivered. The key point of the whole process is the ability of the program Auto-Multiple-Choice to relate, in an effortless and easy way, the scanned copies of the work done and the student who has done each exercise. We describe now with more detail each one of the phases we have just summarised.

2.1 Phase 1: Relate the student and the scanned copy of her work

The exercise to solve is defined and printed by using the Auto-Multiple-Choice program that allows to generate copies of the exercise, each individualized by a numerical code, in which the statement is included in page two, there is a space for the student identification in page five and the remaining space is meant to solve the exercise. In total, three sheets of paper are given to each student, which are schematized in Fig. 2, whose pages are numbered from one to six.

Once the students have done the exercise, all the sheets of paper are scanned and, using the Auto-Multiple-Choice program again, a scanned copy of each handwritten exercise is obtained in pdf format along with its association with the student who has done it. This association is saved in a data spreadsheet like the one presented in Fig. 3, where the variable Examen refers to the problem copy solved and the variable nummat to the registration number of the student who has done it (red lines cover the student’s data).
2.2 Phase 2: Sending the anonymized versions of the exercises for peer-review

By using the relationship between “scanned problem solutions” and “student author of the solution”, four exercises are assigned to each student to correct. Afterwards, with a script written in the shell of a Linux machine, page five (where lies the students’ identification, see Fig. 2) of the scanned copies is extracted to make them anonymous and, finally, each problem copy is sent to peer-assessment by the students together with the solution of the exercise and a correction rubric (see Fig. 4 for an example).

2.3 Phase 3: Collection of peer assessment grades

The students’ evaluations are collected by using a google form in which the student must provide, for each of the exercises she/he has to assess, the problem copy number the student is evaluating and the mark she/he has judged to give (see Fig. 5).
2.4 Phase 4: Calculation and deliver of final grades

Finally all the qualifications associated with a solved exercise are grouped, the average of the notes is calculated and, by means of a script in the shell of a Linux machine, the mark is automatically sent to the student who has solved the exercise.

3 RESULTS

The results presented in this work correspond to a workshop offered to students who, having failed the ordinary exam of a subject of the degree in Civil and Territorial Engineering (U.P.M.), expressed their desire to submit to the extraordinary exam. During two weeks a two-hour daily workshop was held in which two examination exercises were worked every day. The evaluation of the activity was among the students themselves, in order to test the methodology developed in the project. The attendance was voluntary and did not affect the final grade, being able the students to attend those sessions they wanted.

3.1 Quantitative description

We describe, previously to the analysis of the results, the two study populations we have considered: the notes of those students who, having submitted to the extraordinary examination, did attend a workshop session (SiTaller population) and those who did not (NoTaller population). Table 1 and Figs. 6 and 7 summarize the characteristics of both populations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Summary of population data.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum grade value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum grade value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average grade value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deviation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The results show that the population of students who attended the workshop obtained better grades than those who did not attend, increasing both the average grade and the percentage of passes. The percentage of students that passed the exam in the population who attended the workshop is 21.1%, compared to 5.1% in the population who did not (see Fig. 8). If we compare the students who have improved their grade in the extraordinary exam with respect to their ordinary exam, we see that 57.1% of the population who attended the workshop has improved their grade, compared to 38.1% of the population who did not attend the workshop (see Fig. 9).

3.2 Student perception

Once the workshop finished, a survey was sent to the participants in order to evaluate the perception the students had about the methodology (usefulness, improvement of self-knowledge, reduction of anxiety facing the exam, organizational aspects, etc....). We got only four answers to the survey with highly appreciative opinions. In the authors’ viewpoint, such a small number of answers preclude to establish conclusions. However, we would like to include the comments that the students did at the end of the survey:

- It was a very complete workshop, we reviewed all the subjects of the course during two weeks and it was of great help at the time of organizing the study.
- I think everything was very well thought out. It was done during the exam period and attendance was not mandatory. It also did not occupy much time each day. Emphasis was placed on resolution strategies.
- I find the use of the correction rubric and the correction of exams to other colleagues very useful. In addition, the difficulty of the exercises was similar to that of the exam and each workshop was an opportunity to test yourself as if you were in a real exam.
• Very useful to define and identify the concepts that are used in the resolution of the exercises.
• For me one of the most useful things was the correction rubrics. They helped me a lot to know what was expected of me in the exam and what percentage of the concepts I really knew.
• I do not know if there was one because I did not find it, but a calendar with the topics that will be discussed in each session would be very useful since they do not go in the same order as the course syllabus.
• The only thing I regret about the workshop is how little it lasted. The problems of each session were very well chosen, but being the period of exams and not being able to attend every day, I missed some things. The teacher sent us the documents when we could not go, but still I would have liked to go more times.

4 CONCLUSIONS
This methodology of support for students has proven to be a useful tool to facilitate the acquisition of competences associated with an engineering subject whose evaluation lies largely in the resolution of complex problems.

However, the use of several computer tools means that the presented methodology is not easily applicable. Therefore, and as future work, it is proposed to implement all processes external to the Auto-Multiple-Choice program (spreadsheets, survey forms, emails) in the Google Aps Script environment and, in this way, be able to be offered to the university community.
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